ABSTRACT. It is the purpose of this paper to give a survey of the relationship between the class number one problem for real quadratic fields and prime-producing quadratic polynomials; culminating in an overview of the recent solution to the class number one problem for real quadratic fields of Richaud-Degert type.
INTRODUCTION
There has long been a certain fascination with prime valued polynomials.
For example in 1772 Euler [1] found that x =-x + 41 is prime for all integers x with 1 <_ x <_ 40. Later we will see that this is not so much a property of the polynomial as it is of its discriminant -163.
It happens that the more general polynomial q(x) x =-x + (p + 1)/4 is prime for all integers x with 1 _< x < (p-3)/4 where all integers x with 1 < x _< (p-3)/4 where p e {7, 11, 19, 43 ,67,163}. The polynomial q(x) is related to Gauss' class number one problem for complex quadratic fields. Herein we are concerned with describing this and other such relationships including recently discovered prime quadratics related to real quadratic fields. Before we do this, we briefly outline the meaning and history of the class group and class number. We shall understand a number field to be a finite extension of the rational number field Q. Kummer COMPLEX QUADRATIC FIELDS AND PRIME QUADRATICS Heilbronn and Linfoot [3] proved that there are at most ten complex quadratic fields with class number one; namely Q(]-for d E {1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163 , and possibly one other}. Baker [4] and Stark [5] independently eliminated the other potential d. For a complete survey of the solution to the class number one problem see Goldfeld [6] [8] and [9] We now see the reason for the comment at the outset of the article that this is not property of the quadratic but of its discriminant -163. For an interesting, (albeit older) note on the subject see Lehmer [10] . We now turn to the relationship between class number 2 for complex quadratic fields and certain prime quadratics. Baker [11] and Stark [12] proved that there are exactly eighteen complex quadratic fields Q(-- [14] for a survey of small class groups for abelian number fields.)
The solution of the class number one and two problems for complex quadratic fields led to a neat set of solutions (P1)-(P4), for related prime quadratics. The story is not so complete for real quadratic fields as we will see in the next section.
3. [15] and [16] [21] ). The further reduction to 4q + 1 being a prime is known by the genus theory of Gauss. In fact the reduction to t 2q, q > 2 prime is known (eg. see [17, p.48] ). In [19] [22] were able to prove it under the assumption of the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH); i.e., the Riemann hypothesis for the zeta function of Q().
REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS AND PRIME QUADRATICS
Further investigations by Mollin [23] Ts left on the problem for wide R-D types. Mollin and Williams were able to settle the question in [26] . Moreover they discovered some strong connections between the class number one problem and prime producing quadratic polynomials. For example: THEOREM 3.7.
(Mollin-Wilams [26] ). [26] they made two c,,mjectu,..s concc,ning these R-I) types, which they were able to prove in even generality in [27] . For example, t,h,,')-p,ov,:d the {ollowmg in [27] . [27] they showed that under the assumption of a suitable l(icrnann hypothesis the coxjectue holds. For similar related theorems and conjcctmes see [27] .
In [26] Mollin and Williams wc[e able to ittvoke the generahzed Ricmann hypothesis (GRH) fcr the zeta-function of (:t) to find all eal quadratic fields of Ricbaud Degert type with h(d) 1. In [28] Another result for special kinds of real quadratic fields obtained in [26] is" (1) 10n+9 and 6n+5 are primes.
(2) fd(x) is a prime for all even x # 3n+2 or 5n+4 with 0 <_ x _< 7n+5. (3) fd(x) 2 prime for all odd x # n+l with 0 <_ x <_ 7n+5.
As an illustration of Theorem 4.2 take d 383.
It is this experience gained by Mollin and Williams in [22] , [25] and [26] which gave rise to the more general results in [27] concerning the connection between the class number one problem for real quadratic fields, and certain less restrictive (than those in [22] , [25] and [26] ) prime producing quadratic polynomials.
We observe also that, in view of Theorem 3.4 and 3.5 we get immediately that if p is inert in Q(/]) for all primes p < (/'d-:I)/2 then d is of narrow R-D type.
Therefore to explore the general case we must relax the restriction on the number of inert primes. There is nevertheless a strong connection here as evidenced by [25 
